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Privacy
The basic privacy regulation in Europe goes back to the Data Protection Directive
95/46/EC. It regulates the processing of personal data regardless of whether such
processing is electronically automated or not. This legal act builds the keystone of
European data protection law. At general personal data should not be processed, except
when certain conditions are met. These conditions can be classified into the categories:
-

Transparency: the data subject shall have the right to be informed if his/her
personal data is being processed.

-

Legitimate purpose: personal data may only be processed for specified explicit
and legitimate purposes and shall not be processed further in a way incompatible
with legitimate purposes.

-

Proportionality:

personal data may be processed only insofar as it is adequate,

relevant and not excessive in relation to the purposes for which the data are
collected.
This Directive has been supplemented by several other Directives, especially in the
field of telecommunication, and by the E-Privacy Directive 2002/58/EC, which deals
with the regulation of a number of important issues such as confidentiality of
information, treatment of traffic data, spam and cookies.
But still the basic concept of European data protection goes back to the Data
Protection Directive 1995. It goes without saying that this regulation has been drafted
in a technical environment that has, especially regarding the internet, nothing to do
with the IT-world we live in today: Many technologies, such as the web 2.0 and most
devices (like smartphones) or services we use today, such as Google, Amazon and
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Social Media, like Facebook, have not been invented or even been thought of back in
1995. So it was only a matter of time until the EU had to set up modern data
protection standards. This has been done in the past two years and lead to a draft of
a new Data Protection Act which has been amended on October 21.3 It is – being a
draft – still work in progress, so just the major issues will be pointed out:
1. Explicit consent of users that their data will be processed or being passed on.
2. The so called right to be forgotten (meaning that users have a right that,
especially versus Google and Facebook, all their data shall be deleted upon
request) will not come into force. It had been considered in a former draft but the
final draft does not regulate it any more, which was a good thing to do as this
right would have been hard to be enforced, anyway. Just think of the many ways
and channels content is distributed all over the web. It is almost impossible to
trace each and every content or picture so that such a right would not have made
sense.
3. The fines resulting from violations will be severe, reaching up to 5% of the
world´s revenues of the company being found guilty of such violations, the
problem being that not only deliberate but also negligent infringements shall be
fined.
4. Privacy by Design: Companies are required to offer their services in such a way,
that they acquire as less data of users as possible, and the privacy settings have
to be in favor of the user, meaning that he has to actively change such settings if
he wishes to submit data. Privacy by design also means the user´s right to
interact anonymously4.
5. Less bureaucracy: the requirement to appoint a data protection officer will not
depend on the number of employees of a company but on the number of data
processings.
6. One-Stop-Shop: EU-citizens can appeal to the data protection authorities of their
own country, even if the violation has is origin in a foreign (European) country.
Companies on the other hand have to cooperate only with the data protection
authorities of the (member) states where their head office is located.
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7. Right to information and transparency: Users shall receive understandable
information on how their own data are being processed or how the provider is
going to transfer them.
8. Transfer of data to third countries: Companies like Google are only allowed to
transfer data to third countries, as long as this takes place according to European
law or an agreement, based on European law.
9. Future-proof definitions: All information that can be directly or indirectly linked
to a person or used to single out a person from a larger group, are defined as
personal information and shall be protected.
10. Harmonized enforcement of rules: A “race to the bottom” in EU member
states with weak law enforcement will not be possible, because there is a new
European Data Protection Board.

What is the result of these developments? Except from point 6 (one-stop-shop) it seems
to bring along a rather significant intensification of data protection requirements.
Considering other requirements in e-commerce5, Europe is gradually becoming an
overregulated area making it a rather unattractive place to do IT-business B2C. On an
international scale that will do Europe no good. On a mere European scale it is of course
not only a negative development for companies but can – at the same time - also be a
motivation to react to legal requirements better than competitors. In other words: a
strict data protectional environment could eventually turn out to be a competitive edge
within Europe, but still, on a global scale, and especially in comparison with much less
regulated regions like Asia, Europe will stand no chance.
Let us now move on to one of the other relevant Directives regarding IT-privacy: The so
called Data Retention Directive 2006/24/EC.
According to this Directive, providers have to store the telecommunications data of their
customers for 6 to 24 months (the Member States are free to choose within this period of
time). The provisions of the Directive authorize law enforcement authorities to request
access to the stored data in order to detect severe crimes. In such cases law
enforcement authorities are, for example, enabled to find out who the sender and
recipient of an e-mail was, who was calling or texting whom at what time and, as far as
mobile communication is concerned, where a mobile device is located at a given time. A
request to get access to the data sets will be possible only in a necessary and
proportional way.
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This Directive is the most criticized of all European Directives. It is a reaction to the
terrorist attacks in London and Madrid in 2005 and was therefore originally designed to
prevent and solve terror related crimes (the ignition signal for the bomb in Madrid was
transmitted by mobile communication). In the course of its draft this aim has changed to
prevent and solve all sorts of severe crimes though, which would basically be OK. The
main objective, however, is that the storage of the mentioned data has to take place on
a general basis independent of any specific suspicion. In the end that means that all
European citizens are permanently supervised. The much more adequate way in terms of
human rights would have been a quick freeze procedure storing only data of individuals
being at least suspected of committing or having committed a crime.
Quite on the contrary, what we now have is a clear breach of the European Convention
on Human Rights which provides in Art 8 a right to respect for private and family life. §
1 states that “every one has the right to respect for his private and family life, his home
and his correspondence”. According to § 2 “there shall be no interference by a public
authority with the exercise of this right except such as is in accordance with the law and
is necessary in a democratic society in the interests of national security, public safety or
the economic well-being of the country, for the prevention of disorder or crime, for the
protection of health or morals, or for the protection of the rights and freedoms of others”.
The emphasis of the exemption to the right of privacy according to the mentioned Art 8
lies on the word necessary. The interference with the right of privacy has to be necessary
in order to be justified. That this is not the case with Data Retention can easily be proved
by European statistics which have brought clear evidence that Data Retention has no
influence whatsoever on crime detection rates.6 From this point of view it can hardly be
said that Data Retention is necessary. And it can of course be easily avoided by simply
using prepaid anonymous devices or by surfing not from your office or at home but from
an internet café. No trace will be left and so no Data Retention is possible. It can be
expected that terrorists and criminals will bring up enough additional criminal energy to
realize and consider that. So what we get in the end is not surveillance of those who
should be observed but of those who should not. This can obviously not be necessary!
Another objective concerns the fact that the content of a specific communication (for
example the content of telephone calls or e-mails) is exempt from supervision under the
Directive. In many cases, it is easily possible, though, to still trace certain content
information. If a person is frequently calling a certain lawyer, it is quite clear that this
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person is a client. If a person keeps sending and receiving e-mails to and from a doctor
specialized in HIV diseases it is very likely that such person suffers from HIV and so on.
For these and many other reasons many Member States initially refused to transform the
Data Retention Directive into national law.7 In other Member States (such as Germany)
the constitutional courts have suspended such transformation.8 So the situation is quite
complicated and unclear.9
Anyway, at this point you might ask yourself why Europe makes such a big fuss of the
global NSA-surveillance of internet and telephone traffic when at the same time Europe is
being supervised by providers according to the Data Retention Directive. Probably
because there are a number of significant differences:
1. The European surveillance is a problem, but it is at least taking place on a
regulated basis whereas NSA and other intelligence services act without public
legal frameworks.
2. The NSA is obviously cooperating with national foreign services which is, at least
according to most European national laws10 not allowed for such national
authorities as far as their own citizens are concerned.
3. The supervision on the basis of the Data Retention Directive does not include
content of an e-mail or a telephone call. To supervise such content a judicial
authorization is required in each and every specific case which is obviously not the
case when the NSA is supervising.
So what the NSA is doing is a clear and severe breach of European Law. This has been
considered by the mentioned draft of the new European Data Protection Act: Article 43a
has been added. It deals with “transfers or disclosures not authorized by Union law” and
states: “No judgment of a court or tribunal and no decision of an administrative authority
of a third country requiring a controller or processor to disclose personal data shall be
recognized or be enforceable in any manner, without prejudice to a mutual legal
assistance treaty or an international agreement in force between the requesting third
country and the Union or a Member State” .
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This provision obviously does have the NSA in mind. The question is whether the NSA will
care. We do not know and we probably will never know. But either way, it is not only
legally but also from a socio-political point of view substantial to create clear data
protection standards. Now, knowing what can be done and what is being done, even
more than in Orwell’s 1984 and more than a few years ago when I pointed that out in my
book “On the way to a surveillance state”11. I then mentioned that one of the primal
fears of mankind – being controlled by machines – has in a certain way come true. The
internet, being an indefinite number of interacting machines, cannot be switched off any
more. You can switch off or destroy some connections and machines, but still the
information stored in and transported by the internet will find its way through the
remaining channels – that is, by the way, what the internet was originally invented for:
to enable communication without a central server which might be switched off or
destroyed by enemy activities. This is becoming philosophical but it still shows the many
aspects of the topic and why in such an environment of potentially being controlled and
observed at least a clear legal framework is helpful. That such framework can be
disobeyed – as it obviously is by the NSA at the moment – is another question. But that
is the case in all matters of regulation not only in data protection. But even if not all
regulations are obeyed, they still create an environment of awareness, which may keep
authorities and intelligence services from pushing it too far (in this sense the USAmerican Secretary of State, John Kerry, just recently mentioned, that the American
surveillance by the NSA “may have gone too far”12 – the tapping of the German
Chancellors cell phone13 being the best example for this). So it remains to be seen how
the NSA will react to the new European Data Protection Regulation.

Conclusion
The European legal framework regarding IT-privacy and data protection basically goes
back to the Data Protection Directive of 1995 and the Data Retention Directive of 2006.
The latter is highly controversial (establishing surveillance independent of a specific
suspicion) and should be withdrawn or at least be replaced by quick freeze procedures.
The Data Protection Directive is not up to date anymore as it has been drafted in a
technical environment that has nothing in common with the modern IT-world. It will
therefore be replaced by a new Data Protection Enactment that has recently been drafted
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and will – from a supplier´s point of view – bring along a severe intensification of data
protection requirements. It also contains a new article directly reacting to the NSA´s
activities which are, already under existing European law, a violation of data protection
principles.

